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Title: Super Street Fighter IV: Arcade Edition - Complete Challengers 2 Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Street Fighter
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHz and up

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c/Shader3.0 and up supported (operation on-board is not guaranteed)

Video: NVIDIA GeForce 6600 and up (except for NVIDIA GeForce 7300), VRAM: 256MB and up (operation sharing with
main memory is not guaranteed)

Hard Drive: 4.5 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DirectSound, DirectX9.0c Compatible Audio

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Pro:
-Gameplay is simple yet ejoyable.
-Ships, stations and character designs are nice.
-Good writing.

Con:
-A little rough in some aspects, specially graphics and sound, but considering the low price tag, I'd say it\u00b4s good enough.
-Encountered a few bugs, nothing game-breaking, but still annoying.

Overall, it\u00b4s a nice and simple space shooter with Asteroids-like controls and some RPG elements. Worth the experience..
in short this is an amazing game for train lovers

but in long terms
its a hyperspeed train game in which you travel in an open world from city to city to earn money and exp.
it got guns it got cranes and a smidgen of building, and not one part distracts from the other it's all nicely balanced.
you can make your own train with a lot af styles to choose from
in light of that i asked the dev for a very specific train and he is working very diligently to make that a reality
which in turn spurred me to write a review

in short-short:
easy to play hard to master
easy to lose time in
run in a smooth 60 fps
great minimalist 3D graphics game
and amazing dev who listens to the community

final verdict 9/10 (will definitely become a 10 when the game is finished)
a must have for train lovers. achievment spam. Cute and fun game that's actually more of a puzzle game than the usual point &
clicke adventure that you'd expect from Wadjet Eye Games. Actually it reminded me of the old Gobliiins, with each bot having
specific actions it could do. But, you know, much easier. Or you can think of it as sort of an escape-the-room style game, even if
"escaping" is not always the goal.

One potential minus is that, unlike I believe all other WEG games (hmm, is that redundant? not sure), this one has no
achievements.

It's also pretty short, took me less than 3 hours to solve, though I did miss one bonus artwork-unlocking collectible somewhere.
Of course this is only a minus to those without huge backlogs :). I have had so much fun with each section or level, you can tell
they work a lot on level design, is good to find so many options to overcome a situation or an enemy, its all about choices and
the way the story takes you further and further, the change of pace was a surprise during boss battles but so rewarding after you
defeat them. (But when i got klilled i was going crazy hahaha) A great game over all, indie studios are bringing the game up and
im so glad they do.

Positives:
+Great stealth
+Music and visuals
+Takedowns
+tools to use in many ways
+Solid AI
+Bosses
+abilities evolution

Negatives:
-NO trading cards
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I totally recommend it .. this game will do one thing crash before you ever get to mars. you will be broke before you can
research a sinle thing or build a single bolt. once you are broke in a year, it crashes. single biggest waste of money yet.
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It's okay

10/10
-IGN

seriously though, it is actually a pretty funny game, and the voice actor for the scai- erm sorry dragon sounds really awesome, I'd
reccomend picking it up in a sale though if you really want this game, not saying it's bad just not saying it's good either, I'm kind
of neuteral but lean more towards positive, there really is just not much to say about this game, you fly around as a dragon with
a cool voice and kill human beings and pigs occupying villages.. Every weapon is pay2play.
Everyone teamkills.

dont buy. The new UI is bad. It is slow to use and does not speed up the game at all. I own FHM 1,2,3,4, and 5 and there are
next to no real improvements and in some places it has become worse. The UI boggles my mind though. The quick link buttons
are small and in a different order than the above menu. This means slowing down mouse speed so you can hit the right button.
the home menu has quick links to buttons you hardly ever need and the buttons you do use are at least two clicks away or in a
useless small side menu. Often to get simple data you need to click many buttons. set lines still has no lock function so if one
player is injuried it can take forever to reset the lines. The data is just hard to read. They are still stuck in the 90's with rows of
numbers when this data could be easily displayed in graphs that are easier to read. The filtering system is still the same that
people have been complaining about since the beginning. All the developers seem to do is not listen but continue to add new
features that are only half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ Don't buy it. The developers no longer should be supported. The game is not moving
forward as the developer have become married to their bad designed games. Not worth it even on special.. I love the game
beautiful graphics and simple maps that make the game very fun. I also love the rate at which you earn money it doesn\u2019t
feel like a grind. Which is a problem in many games these days. The last thing that really popped out to me in the game is the
base. I really like the base and bots sometimes come to attack you.
Next i would like to say that I found out recently from reading another review that there is only one developer working on this
game.Congrats you have made an awesome game!!

Now i would like to say what I think should be improved in the game
First I would like to add more vehicles.
Ability to expand and build in you base more (maybe customize the Terrain to an extent to have a cool base and have more
buildings to unlock more vehicles)
Add clans and clan bases
Friend Window (i like to chat with friends and make new ones)

What I found to be a deterrent to play the game was the physics of the game on the capture the flag map when you get launched
fromt the ramp the landing made you slide right into the bottom of the cliff.

I found one bug on the capture the flag map I forget what happen but I couldn\u2019t fire for the rest of the game. Driving was
fine though. Also is there a English Bug Report Page (sorry wish i knew russian).
In the end great job I am loving the game and continue developing the game this game has a big future ahead of it Dmitry
Medvedev.

Edit: the bug on the capture the flag map is with the ramps. I lose the ablitily to shot when i hit the left pillar in the air. For the
rest of the game. Yeah, a nice game. You can repport a bug inside game, just clicking ESC and go to gear and click the button
"submit a bug repport".
It is a very repetitive game, but it is that game that you always have for half an hour to play.
Sometimes you play 1 hour or 2 and you do not realize =). not bad! it's free.. One of Choice Of Games' most compelling titles,
and a great way of exploring the multiple means of resistance within race-based incarceration (drawing heavily from Indian
reservations, the Japanese American internment, etc), except with werewolves. Explorations of violent and nonviolent
resistance, and questions of autonomy and allyship, are explored with a rigor and seriousness that you'd rarely see in most
games. Great work by Jeffrey Dean, and I can't wait for the sequel!. A great puzzle/platformer that is well worth the retail price!
The art/animation is adorable, the soundtrack fits the game well and is very atmospheric/enjoyable. Tons of well-designed
levels, some very simple while others are rather head-scratching if you are trying to get all the Storage Device items. Be
prepared to witness tons of violent robot deaths... The gravity turning element can be somewhat dizzying and certainly takes
some getting used to. Poor Rescue Robot must have died 100 times because I shifted gravity left when I should have gone
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right... The jumping/psychics of the gameplay also takes some getting used to... the robot seems to "moon jump" which is
appropriate considering the game takes place in a space station, with lots of sliding when landing, and momentum to account for
when timing the jump. It does not detract from the game, but adds to the challenge.
Definitely worth playing if you are a fan of 2D indie puzzle/platformers.
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